
OZONOID DISBURSEMENT SYSTEMS
COMBATING COVID-19 WITH OXIDATION EQUIPMENT

This is an application for the Infectious disease management using innovative application of ozone gas.

The Achilles heel of infectious diseases - the the application of intense oxidation. 

As an ardent advocate of oxidative therapies, a founder of many endeavors, an inventor - I am 
requesting thirty million euros for the following purposes to deal a death blow to the fear of COVID-
19:

1. To engage the medical community, community groups, emergency government, with the knowledge 
of ozone to manage infectious diseases as was shown with Ebola in 2014.  To hold the WHO and the 
CDC accountable for the deaths of thousands of Ebola victims whom they had a hand in blocking from 
receiving life saving ozone therapy. 

2. To develop devices which will safely down cycle ozone into a breathable derivative of molecules 
called ozonoids.  Safe to breathe, even therapudic, yet powerful oxidies which I seek to demonstrate 
will neutralize the COVID-19 aerosolized agents.  I seek to demonstrate that breathing ozonoid rich air 
will also dis-infect the lungs, reset immune function, and benefit all persons breathing the treated air.

3. To amplify the message of doctors and manufacturers who are advancing the necessary procedures 
and equipment to administer ozone gas intravenously into the body to combat the virus and modulate 
the immune system as was done with Ebola in 2014 in Sierra Leone.   Medical oxygen contains no 
nitrogen.  The concern about embolisms (air bubbles) in the blood – interrupting circulation is only in 
situations where nitrogen is in that air. The body can fully absorb the oxygen and ozone injected into 
the veins.

4. To examine claims of 5G signals being used to interfere with respiration yielding a kill shot on 
specific targeted individuals already weakened by pneumonia like symptoms.

IV injections of ozone gas in an epidemic situation costs just pennies per patient and may be done as an
outpatient procedure.

I will need to assist existing manufactures in the creation of ozone machines which add humidity and to
bubble through olive oil.   These machines might be used in grocery stores, meeting rooms, buses, 
airports, on airliners – extra funds may be needed to fast track these machines for deployment on jet 
airplanes.

Since I will not have a corporate existence suitable to your liking – I propose that funds be set aside 
that I direct to be spent by your accountants.  Airfair, loging, manufacturing expenses, advertizing, 
demonstration equipment, and a 200,000 Euro stipend for my time per year. 

I have an immediate need to acquire professional grade equipment for demonstration to hospitals.



It is with great pride that I advance this cause before you.  This isn’t about making money – it’s about 
buttressing humanity against the psychopaths who benefit by the cycles of fear, supression, domination 
and enslavement. 

Standing ready to the task,
I am Joseph William Baker

Correspondence address: Presently Visiting:
1930 Village Center Circle #3-4444 Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Las Vegas, Nevada 89134
262-806-8031
jb@RemedyCoin.com

paypal@RemedyCoin.com

Bitcoin:   1EBZUkLGYEQHyYJvyxV1euD9MfN2npJN94

https://ForgivenessCapital.com
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